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Parkway Crazy8s Club
Parkway Elementary School is entering its fourth year of offering the Title I After-School Math Program – Crazy 8s
Club. The club is facilitated by Ms. Porreca and Mr. Taylor in grades K-2 and Mrs. Rudowski and Ms. Shaw in
grades 3-5. Crazy 8s is an after-school recreational club that gets children excited about Math. In this year’s
session, children will race across the county, swing stuffed animals through the air, and so much more! They’ll
have a blast with activities like Daring Darts, Road Trip and Firefighter Training.

During the first session, students went through Firefighter Training! To get ready,
the students participated in timed races and relays with and without simulated gear
to demonstrate the difference in ability with the added weight. The trainees
discovered how firefighters do speedy math to figure out how much water they’ll
need to put out a blaze. They also learned what the color of a fire hydrant really
means.
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Hydrants are coded for firefighters.
It turns out that fire hydrant colors are actually really important for firefighters and are not just an aesthetic choice
made by your local neighborhood (most of the time). Depending on the set of guidelines being followed, the color
of the hydrant lets the fire department know how much water is available for them to use. Some hydrants offer
500 GPM (gallons per minute) or less while others can provide up to 2,500 GPM. Water pressure (measured by PSI)
is also a factor that’s considered when a firefighter chooses a hydrant.
While there’s not one set standard of fire hydrant color guidelines in the United States, the most commonly used
system was created by the National Fire Protection Agency. In this system, referred to as the NFPA 291, hydrants
using public water supply systems should be painted chrome yellow and should have color-coded tops to denote
the available GPM.





Red: Below 500 GPM
Orange: 500-999 GPM
Green: 1,000-1,499 GPM
Blue: Above 1,500 GPM

However, if the fire hydrant isn’t connected to a public water supply and is accessing a private system shared by
houses in a neighborhood, it should be painted an entirely different color to distinguish it from the public system. If
a hydrant is inoperable, it should be painted black, but if it’s only temporarily unusable, a black bag should be
placed over it.
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